“WE HAVE SEEN AN IMMEDIATE ROI, AND COMPLIANCE HAS INCREASED REMARKABLY.” DEB BRAUN, CIS TRAINING

Expense Reports On Autopilot
Online expense management for companies of all sizes
Discover the cloud-based solution to time-consuming manual expense report processing. Say goodbye to
collecting, storing, submitting, and tracking cumbersome paper expense reports and receipts. TriNet Expense
eliminates all these hassles by automating everything. With TriNet Expense you can manage the entire expense
report process from your smart phone, tablet, or computer.
TriNet Expense includes mobile apps, credit card import, receipt management, online approvals, expense policy
enforcement, company spend analytics, effortless accounting/payroll integration and more.

Key Features
Auto-import expenses from 11,000 credit and
bank cards
Choose from 11,000 credit and debit cards,
securely downloaded every day. Best of all, our technology
will categorize and display the expenses properly for the
expense report or client invoice. TriNet Expense also supports
corporate cards like Citibank and American Express.

Go green and eliminate paper receipts
With TriNet Expense, users can upload scanned
receipts, email them to their private TriNet Expense
email address, or even snap a picture when using our mobile
phone applications. Never again will you or your employees
have to worry about carrying a wad of receipts in your wallet
or taping receipts to a piece of paper. All receipts are stored
securely online, backed up and accessible at any point.

Mobile expense applications
Choose from our iPhone, iPad, BlackBerry, or Android
mobile applications to log cash expenditures, snap
pictures of receipts, or edit existing expenses.
Expenses can be captured in any of the
160+ currencies supported.

Auto-calculate Mileage
Mileage can be easily recorded and tracked within
TriNet Expense. Use a map to enter the from and to
locations and TriNet Expense will accurately calculate the
distance driven. The mileage direction line can also
be dragged to the proper route driven. Additionally,
users can enter in the amount of mileage driven
either online or from our free mobile apps to quickly
create a mileage expenditure report. All mileage is
automatically calculated based on your personal or
company mileage reimbursement rate.

More u

Learn more at TriNet.com/expense or call 888.874.6388

Manage online approvals & expense policies
TriNet Expense supports the ability to approve employee expense
reports online. We will also send a PDF copy of the report to the
submitter and approver. Additionally, you can create company wide
expense policies that will inform users when a report is in violation of the
company policy.

Supported 3rd party integrations
TriNet Expense allows you to export expense report data directly
into your payroll, accounting or general ledger system. Supported
integrations include NetSuite, Intacct, QuickBooks (Online & Desktop)
and FreshBooks. Download data into PDF, or CSV formats for systems
like PeachTree, Great Plains (MSFT Dynamics) or Sage.
The TriNet Expense solution is provided by TriNet, a trusted on-demand
HR partner to small- and medium-sized businesses. TriNet’s solutions
help contain costs, minimize employer-related risks and relieve
administrative burden to keep an management’s focus on core business
functions. For more information, please visit TriNet.com/expense
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